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SPRINGERLE (spring•er•lee)!!
The History of Springerle and Änisbrötli Molds!
Origin of the model!!
The people of the ancient civilizations of the Indus, Mesopotamia and Egypt began to decorate 
their pastries with model forms. These pastry models were first used as simple pastry molds 
when cooking together.!!
As finds prove, the ancient Greeks and Romans coined a flat-like pastry with clay and stone 
models. Even clay vases and other noble household items were provided with such relief-like 
decorations.!!
In Switzerland, such items could also be found. A recognizable connection with the 14th century 
known models of wood or clay can not be proven.!!
The oldest known Swiss wooden model was carved in the 14th century. This round model 
shows the Easter lamb and comes from the monastery of St. Katharina in Wil, Canton St. 
Gallen. This form is preserved in the Landesmuseum in Zurich.!!
It was the monasteries who baked the first gingerbread. Most of them own their own forest 
beehives. So there was enough honey to sweeten the then rare pastries available. The resulting 
beeswax was very welcome to make candles and wax paintings. Gingerbread and candles were 
decorated equally with models. Whole wax paintings were coined in this way.!!
When the cultural centers began to relocate in the 14th century, the medieval towns replaced 
the monasteries, in whose walls until then the educational goods had been abolished.!!
In the eastern areas where forest beekeeping was practiced, more and more began the secular 
bourgeois production of gingerbread adorned with pictures. Honey for sweets was enough 
available. That was a prerequisite, because sugar was still rare and correspondingly expensive 
at that time.!!
Through the Reichswald in its vicinity, which was called "the emperor and the people bee 
garden", Nuremberg came to its reputation as "Pfefferküchler city". Aachen, Frankfurt, Cologne, 
Nuremberg, Lübeck, Munich, Graz, Steyr, Vienna, Basel and Zurich became true centers of 
gingerbread art in the 15th century. In each region, local specialties developed over time.!!
Illustrated gingerbread had become very popular. They became the preferred dessert on special 
occasions, as they had become affordable for the people. At that time, however, wooden models 
were still rare. Most models were made of clay or stone.!!



The ability to dig (carve) "Kuchelsteine" was mainly practiced on the Middle Rhine. From there, 
the clay models, sculpted according to stone originals, made their way all over the world.!!
When more and more sugar cane from the New World came to Central Europe towards the end 
of the 16th century and the first sugar refineries were founded in Germany, more and more 
sweets were produced in the bakeries and the ornamentation with models experienced a first 
upswing. Now Änisbrötli were increasingly decorated with motifs, especially from the biblical, 
ecclesiastical area.!!
We only know from recipes which types of pastry were decorated with models at that time. The 
model is still there, the sweet pastry is eaten.!!
However, we can assume that the biscuit models were mainly used for gingerbread and 
tragacanth until the 16th century. Occasionally, they also served to decorate marzipan, which at 
that time, however, was considered the highest luxury, and therefore was only in demand 
among the upper classes.!!
Perhaps original marzipan and tragacanth models were later also used for Änisbrötli.!!
Since then, the tasty Änisbrötli are eaten in southern Germany, in Austria, in Alsace and in 
Switzerland, and the popular aes model is carved in wood.!
In the baroque. First flowering of the model!!
Towards the end of the late Renaissance, in the second half of the sixteenth century, a growing 
sense of self-confidence led to a growing need to present one's own status or even oneself. It 
began to do the same to the nobles. The new way of life was expressed in buildings and in the 
arts. More and more big models with heraldic representations were created: estate, city and 
marriage coats of arms.!!
With the beginning of the Baroque period (around 1600), depictions of biblical history became 
increasingly popular. Hardly a well-known episode from the Old or New Testament, which was 
not carved in wood. The Bible had become edible, and the image hunger huge, because the art 
of reading was not yet common knowledge.!!
Many of the models with Old Testament portrayals were made in Zurich at the time, while the 
model carvers in other areas took special care of the Christmas story and the life of Jesus.!!
For these biblical representations usually a round shape was chosen, often framed by a bundled 
leaf rod. This leaf wreath is divided into four parts by flowers, frets or pomegranates. Thus, from 
the directionless round an axcross, after which the presentation was directed.!!
Baroque artists loved the illusionary, the surprise, the aesthetic bang. The main features are 
movement and effect.!!
But more and more secular motifs were, favored by the lifestyle of the Baroque period (about 
1600-1720), produced.!!
For those who had a beautiful model, they were able to offer their guests richly decorated 
biscuits on festive days, which emphasized and enhanced the prestige of a family. Many a rich 



family developed a true mastery in this: one vied with one another for the glory of the most 
handsome and best pastry.!!
This competition also prevailed in the public and semi-public sector. Guilds and officials were 
allowed to carve an aisle model in order to dignify the power and authority of the state.!!
Popular subjects were richly dressed ladies with fan and pompous headdress. Of course, the 
cavaliers in legwarmers and lace collars were not missing. Love couples were shown nestled so 
close together that the carver had to design only one side of the person.!!
The baroque, urban model shows a lot of jewelry and lush fillings.!!
Stories from the worldly proficient everyday life began more and more to grace the model: 
woman on the spinning wheel, wife with chickens, maid with basket, hunter with prey, animals 
and flowers. Many of these models were just entertaining and fashionable.!!
A motive was used more and more often - the love: Whether as artful heart, as a pair of lovers in 
a wedding carriage, children's blessing, or what the symbolic images were more. The most 
varied variations of love inspired the clientele and inspired to hints.!!
Apart from heart motifs, the horseman and Fatah child could not be missing at the fairs and fairs 
of that time. They were popular godfather and father gifts: The boy his rider, the girl his fat child.!!
As a confectionery Änisbrötli were baked and served at all annual and life festivals. These 
festivals themselves became the theme of the ais model. They increased the ever-growing 
variety of motifs.!!
In the Baroque era, Aesik models experienced their first true flowering. Until well into the 18th 
century the influence of this era was noticeable in the world of the model.!
Playful rococo!!
In the late phase of the Baroque, the Rococo developed (about 1715-1789). In response to the 
heavy splendor of the late Baroque, playful forms unfolded in the fine arts. The corners became 
round, grace was in demand, and the ae model became smaller and daintier.!!
It was the time of the "shepherd's games" with shepherds, gardeners, fine gentlemen with 
powder wigs, elegant ladies with a skirt. Also musicians of all kinds and tight grenadiers 
enriched the unreal appearing scenes.!!
In addition to individuals, groups formed cheerful scenes in a harmonious and natural-looking 
environment.!!
Every festive occasion included an imaginative table decoration. Still, reading and writing were 
not very common. So one used a pictorial language, which was generally understood. Food 
delights were not only dependent on the quality of the food, but not least on the splendor and 
attention to details of covered plates. One enjoyed life in desperate fullness, while louder and 
louder announced the revolution.!!



The Rococo (shell), Louis XVI (1750-1789), was the birthplace of a generation of aes models, 
representing cupids, beaking doves, garlands of flowers and other ornaments.!
The abundance of images of the model in the Biedermeier period (c. 1800-1850) represented 
above all the happiness of the home, as a big topic of the time, in an imagery living in the 
people. Simplicity and delicacy of the forms of life were in demand. This style evolved in 
response to the ambitions of the stark Empire style.!!
Friendship, love and transfigured poverty now adorned the Aesbrötli in naive glee.!
It was an amiable, kitsch-style, wish-list style that with a certain wit, humor, and human warmth 
was the Sunday face of a humble petty-bourgeois  world.!!
The economic thinking of the new era demanded simplification and cheapening of the 
manufacturing process. That's how a model came into being, into which a whole series of 
pictures was carved. As a separation of the individual representations, each was surrounded by 
a frame of leaf sticks or a simple line. Thus, a larger number of subjects could be formed in just 
one operation.!!
During this time, they began to represent craftsmen and their work on aes models.!!
Around 1840, the achievements of modern technology began to conquer their place on the 
Änisbrötli. Steam locomotives, steamboats and hot-air balloons became sought-after subjects.!!
The machine age also took its toll, however, and in the second half of the nineteenth century the 
creative idiosyncrasy of the aismodel was increasingly threatened by new mass-produced 
machinery. Sweets and chocolate factories have become a serious competitor to confectioners 
and gourmets.!!
But Änisbrötli could not become mass-produced. Too much dexterity is needed to properly push 
the model into the Änisteig. No machine can replace the "Gspüri" for a well-made Änisbrötli.!!
Nevertheless, the immense competitive pressure of the confectionery factories did not pass 
without a trace on the Änisbrötli and models. On many occasions they are replaced by other, 
modern sweets.!!
Many confectioners in Basel, Zurich and elsewhere, continued to cultivate their aunt model with 
great love and baked beautiful Änisbrötli. This tradition has been preserved to the present day 
and is flourishing again.!
Presence. And the Änisbrötli is still alive ...!!
An abundance of pictures has created a flood of images on billboards, in newspapers, 
magazines and books, in the cinema, on television and not  least on the internet. The unique 
pastry picture is displaced.!!
The high quality of crafting on aes models has become rare. With this extreme decline, the 
model culture was declared dead. Very wrongly, as I have experienced in the last fifteen years. 
Still models are carved, which show not only competent craftsmanship of the Schnitzer, but also 
strong inner commitment. These models stand up well to the comparison with the older ones 
and seamlessly follow the tradition. Even in the family, the love for the models still lives on.!!



A great contribution to the preservation of the culture of the anemic model was also provided by 
model-lovers, who were able to inspire the audience time and again in exhibitions, lectures and 
baking classes.!!
In the early 1970s, when the valuable wood carvings began to be cast in plastic, the Änismodel 
was able to resume and expand its triumphal procession among the population, because the 
Änisbrötli also tastes today's generations and the pretty pictures bear an almost magical magic.!!
Since 1985 we travel with pastry models and fine Änisbrötli at fairs, fairs and Christmas 
markets.!!
The selection of the model pictures today covers a large part of the model culture of the last 400 
years, currently we carry over 1000 model motifs  in our assortment.!!
Many people have rediscovered the magic of the ais model at this time, and bake again for a 
variety of occasions and festivals Änisbrötli or Springerle with the appropriate motives.!!
For the pleasure of the old models comes the joy of living on this magnificent folk art.!!
This text has been excerpted from the book "Aesmodel, History - Customs - Symbolism" by 
Linus Feller.!


